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Given a set S of positive integers let ZkS(t) denote the number of k-tuples 
<ml ,..., m,J for which mi ESA [l, t] and (ml ,..., mJ = 1. Also let Pks(n) 
denote the probability that k integers, chosen at random from S n [l, n], are 
relatively prime. It is shown that if P = {pl ,...,P~} is a finite set of primes and 
S=(mm:(m,p, .*.p,) = 11, then ZkS(t) = (td(S))k&& - l/pL) + O(P-I) 
if k > 3 and Zas(t) = (td(S))B IT,dp (1 - l/pa) + O(t log t) where d(S) denotes 
the natural density of S. From this result it follows immediately that Pks(n) - 
&eP (1 - 1,‘~~) = (5(k))-’ &p (1 - l/p”)-’ as n -+ co. This result generalizes 
an earlier result of the author’s where P = o and S is then the whole set of 
positive integers. It is also shown that if S = {pp *..pp : xi = 0, 1, 2,...}, then 
P~s(n)+O as n+co. 
1. In this paper S will denote any nonempty set of positive 
integers which has the following property: a, b ES if and only if ub ES. 
Such sets will be called divisible. The following theorem characterizes 
divisible sets. 
THEOREM 1. S is divisible if and only if S is the set generated (under 
multiplication) by some set of primes. 
ProoJ: It is clear that any set which is generated by a set of primes 
is divisible. Conversely, any divisible set is generated by the set of primes 
in the set. 
The following Moebius inversion formula, which is given for the case 
where S is the whole set of positive integers in [3, p. 1041, is the primary 
tool in proving the main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a divisible set and let f and F be real-valued 
functions dejined on [ 1, CO). If these functions satisfy the relation 
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then they also satisfy the “inverse” relation 
f(t) = 1 P(m) Wm), (2) 
1<m<t 
TnPS 
where p denotes the Moebius function. Conversely (1) follows from (2). 
Proof. 
lc;ct Am) W/m) = lGjlGt Am) C 
A? 
l<n$tjnl 
fWn> = lcilqt tL(m)fWmn). 
7?,ES nes ~m,naS 
This is the sum over all lattice points (m, n) with m 3 1, n > 1 and 
m, n E S under the hyperbola mn = t. We now rearrange the sum to 
group terms with mn = r, 1 < r < t noting that mn E S iff m, n E S. Then 
the last sum becomes 
C C Am) fW1 = l$JWr) ,,sv (m) = f(t) 1<7a mlr 
TES &s‘ 
since 
This derives (2) from (1). The converse is proved by a similar argument. 
The following theorem which is given for the case where S is the whole 
set of positive integers in [l, p. 41, will also be used later. 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a divisible set and let f be a multiplicative function. 
Then, 
(3) 
provided either side is absolutely convergent. In the right-hand side p denotes 
a prime. 
Proof. Suppose the left-hand side of (3) converges absolutely. Define 
Fby 
(4) 
Now each series on the right of (4) converges absolutely since the left 
side of (3) converges absolutely. Hence we can multiply them together 
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and rearrange terms. Since S is divisible and using the Fundamental 
Theorem of Arithmetic we then obtain 
where the sum on the right of (5) is over all m in S which have no prime 
factor exceeding x and each such m occurs exactly once. Hence from (5) 
we obtain 
where the sum on the right is over those m ES which have at least one 
prime factor >x. Hence, 
and the right-hand side -+ 0 as x + w. This completes the proof for this 
case. 
The proof for the case where the right-hand side of (3) converges 
absolutely is similar and is omitted. 
COROLLARY 1. If S is a divisible set, then, 
zs An>ln” = IJss(l - ll~3~ 
for all t > 1. 
Proof. Define f by f(n) = ,u(n)/n”. Then f is multiplicative and 
&sf(n) is absolutely convergent for t > 1. Hence by the theorem 
But CrCOf(pk) = 1 - I/$ and the proof is complete. 
2. If S is a set of positive integers, S(t) will denote the number of 
elements of S n [l, t ] and Z,s(t) will denote the number of k-tuples of 
positive integers (ml ,..., m,) for which mi ES n [l, t] and (ml ,..., rn& = 1. 
THEOREM 4. If S is a divisible set which has the property that 
S(t) = At + O(1) for some real number A, then, 
Zks(t) = (At)” 17 (1 - I/pk) + O(F) if k>3, 
PG.9 
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and 
&S(t) = (At)2 n (1 - l/p2) + O(t log t). 
PES 
(Note that ifs(t) = At + O(l), then A is the natural density ofS.) 
ProoJ Note that 
.&S(t) = c 1 (6) 
(mI....,m+l 
l<rn”rQ 
7niE s 
and 
WY = c 1=x c 1. (7) 
<m,.....m,> l<d<t (ml.....m~)=d 
w%<t ass 1<m*<t 
miss 7QG.T 
Now (ml ,..,, m,) = d if and only if (m/d ,..., m,/d) = 1. Hence there is 
a l-l correspondence between k-tuples (m, ,..., mk) with (ml ,..., mlc) = d, 
1 < m, < t and mi ES and k-tuples (m,‘,..., m,‘> with (m,‘,..., m,‘) = 1, 
1 < m,’ < t/d and mi’ E S. However there are exactly Zks(t/d) of the 
latter. Hence from (6) and (7) we obtain 
(S(t))” = c Z,S(t/d). (8) 
l<dQ 
dGS 
Now applying Theorem 2 we obtain 
Since by hypothesis S(t) = At + O(1) we have 
Hence, 
.&cYf) = c p(d)GW’ + O(lY. 
l<dQ 
dES 
Zks(t) = (At)” C p(d)/d” + (At)“-l 0 ,u(d)/d”-l 
1s$<t 
dES dES 
+ ... + Ato(lg<tP(Q/d) + oL&1).
dGS 
We will consider the terms in (9) separately. We have 
,;<, AdYd” = & AdW” - ds PFL(~W. 
dEi- OZ.7 
(9) 
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Now by Corollary 1, CdpS &f&P = nIPES (1 - l/pk). Also 
and 
-& p(d)/d”; [ < f l/d” < j-W e = O(l/tk--l). 
d=[t]+l It1 x 
de.9 
Hence the first term of (9) is (At)k nDES (1 - l/p”) + O(t). 
To estimate the other terms we observe 
C &d)/di = O(1) if i > 1, 
I ,gt kddHd I 
< C l/d = O(log t), 
l<d<t 
daS 
c 1 = O(t). 
l<W 
dGS 
From these observations the conclusion of the theorem is easily seen to 
follow. 
If we let Pks(n) denote the probability that k integers, chosen at random 
from S n [1, nl, are relatively prime, then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5. If S is a divisible set which has the property that 
S(t) = At + O(l), then P,“(n) = npes (1 - l/pk) + 0(1/n) if k > 3 and 
P&n) = n (1 - l/p”) + O(log n/n). 
PSS 
Hence lim,,, PkW = ILS (1 - l/P”). 
Proof This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4 and the 
observation 
em = &/YMw~~“. 
THEOREM 6. Let P = {pl ,..., pI} be a given finite set of primes. If 
S={m:(m,p, ***pT) = l}, then S is divisible and S(t) = At + O(1) where 
A = c (- l)e~+-+er/p~ . . . p:’ , 
* 
the * indicating that the sum is over all 2’ r-tuples <eI ,..., e,> where ei = 0 
or 1. 
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Proof That S is divisible follows from the fact that S is the set of 
positive integers generated (under multiplication) by the primes not in P 
combined with Theorem 1. Using the fact that the number of integers less 
than or equal to t which are divisible by an integer n is [t/n] and the 
standard counting technique for the number of elements in a finite union 
of sets we have 
S(t) = c (-l)el+“.+er pp f.. pp . * [ 3 
Hence ( S(t) - At 1 < C.+ 1 = 2’. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. If P and S are as given in Theorem 6, then 
Ini_mm PkYn> = n (1 - l/P) = (S(k))-l fi (pik/(pik - 1)). (10) 
PCP i=l 
Proof. The first equality in the theorem follows from Theorems 5 
and 6. The second from the well-known identity c(k) = n, (1 - I/$)-I. 
This result generalizes an earlier result of the author [2] where P = la 
and S is then the whole set of positive integers. In that case, of course, 
P*“(n) -+ l/<(k) as n + co. 
As a further example we will let P(n) denote the probability that two 
odd integers chosen at random from (1, 3, 5,..., 2n + l} are relatively 
prime. In this case P = (2) and S is hence the set of odd integers and 
k = 2. Hence lim n+m P(n) = (4/3)(6/+) = 8/79 since ((2) = 7r2/6. 
3. In this section, S will denote the divisible set generated by the 
primes p1 < p2 < *se < p,. . We will show that PkS(n) -+ 0 as n -+ co. 
LEMMA 1. If s = {p? *.*p2: xi = 0, 1, 2 ,... >, then S(t) >, c(log t)’ + 
O((log t)‘-l) where c is a nonzero constant. 
ProojI If 0 < x1 + 0.. + x, < log,* t, then 
Hence S n [l, t]3 {pF ***p:: xi = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and 0 < x1 + *** + X, < 
logPl t}. Hence S(t) >, number of elements in {(x1 ,..., x,): 0 f x1 + 1.. 
+ x, < log!, t and xi = 0, 1,2,...}. Now it is well known that the number 
of elements m this set is a polynomial in [log,, t] of degree r with leading 
coefficient l/r!. The conclusion now follows with c = (r! logp,)-l. 
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LEMMA 2. If S is as given in Lemma 1, then 
z&yt) < c,(log t)7’k-i’ + O((log t)“k-l’-l). 
ProoJ First note that (&I .*.p?r,...,pp *.epp) = 1 if and only 
if for each j E (1, 2,..., r} there is an i E {I, 2 ,..., k} such that xij = 0. 
Also if pp --a p7 < t, then xd < logPi t < logPI t. Hence ((ml ,..., m,): 
mi E S n [I, t] and (m, ,..., mb) = I> _C {(pp ... pp ,..., pp *.a p?): 
0 < xij < logPI t and for each i there is a j such that xii = O}. Therefore 
Zks(t) < the number of k x r matrices (xij) with integer entries between 0 
and logs1 t (inclusive) and having at least one 0 in each column. By 
elementary counting techniques the number of ways each column can be 
filled is (1 + [log,* t])k - [logPI t]* and hence the number of such matrices 
is ((1 + [logD1 t])” - [logPI t]“)’ which is a polynomial of degree r(k - 1) 
in [log4 t]. The conclusion of the lemma now follows easily. 
THEOREM 7. Zfp, ,..., pT are primes and S = (pp se* pp: Xi = 0, 1, 2 ,... } 
then Pks(n) + 0 as n + co. 
ProoJ Clearly Pk”(n) = Zks(n)/S(n)k. Hence by Lemmas 1 and 2 we 
have 
P,W < 
c,(log nyfk-l) + O((log n)7fk-l)-l) 
(c(log n)T + O((log n)r-l))” ’ 
and the expression on the right is easily seen to go to 0 as n + co. 
4. In Section 2 we saw that if S is a divisible set containing all 
but a finite number of primes, P,“(n) ---f flDEs (1 - I/pk) as n - co. Hence 
for each prime p which is removed from S, the limit of Pks(n) is increased 
by a factor of p”/(p” - 1). In Section 3 we saw that if we remove all but 
a finite number of primes from S, then P,“(n) -+ 0 as n - co. In view of 
this rather surprising phenomenon it would be interesting to determine 
what happens to Pks(n) in cases where S contains infinitely many primes 
and also excludes infinitely many primes. 
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